Simple, Step by Step Instructions

How to Attach

BLAB-OFF®

to
your

television

set

WHAT YOU NEED

If your set is a Console Model you need
(a) Pair of Scissors
(b) Hammer
(c) Small Knife or Razor Blade

If your set is a Table Model you need
(a) Pair of Scissors
(b) Screwdriver
(c) Small Knife or Razor Blade

You'll wonder how you even got along without it!
If you have a Console Model, do this:

1. Unplug set

2. Find Loudspeaker
   This is a black cardboard cone (B) with a metal frame. It is in the lower part of your set, just behind the grille (the television sound comes from the speaker).

3. Remove Insulation from Speaker Wire
   You will notice two small wires soldered to the metal frame of the speaker. In some sets these wires appear as in (C). Other sets the wires are connected as in (D). In either case select either one of the wires and remove the insulation on about 1 inch of this wire. This insulation may be fabric, plastic, or a clear plastic coating. Remove it with your knife or razor blade. If you wish, you may use a piece of fine sandpaper instead of a knife to remove the clear plastic.

4. Cut wire and attach BLAB-OFF clips
   With your scissors, cut the wire in the middle of the spot where you removed the insulation. Then attach one “BLAB-OFF” clip to each end of the wire just cut, as in (E). Do not permit the two clips to touch one another.

5. Fasten BLAB-OFF cord to inside of cabinet
   Place the attached cord staple over the BLAB-OFF cord and hammer staple into the inside of the wood cabinet as in (F). The cord must be held firmly to the cabinet, so that you cannot accidentally pull the clips off the wires.

THAT’S ALL!
If you have a Table Model, do this:

1. Unplug set

2. Remove the Fiberboard back
   Use a screwdriver to remove the fiberboard back from the set. See (G). This is NOT dangerous!

3. Discharge Picture Tube
   Hold screwdriver by wood or plastic handle only and place the metal shank of the screwdriver against any part of the metal brace around the Picture Tube. While doing this, touch tip of screwdriver to black or shiny part of the picture tube, (H). There may be a spark, but you'll get no shock. This step (3) is not necessary if your picture tube is clear glass, without a black or metallic appearance.

4. Find Loudspeaker
   This is small black paper cone with a metal frame. It will be fastened to either the side or top of the cabinet, as in (J).

5. Same as steps 3 and 4 under "Console Model" instructions.

6. Fasten cord to cabinet
   If the cabinet is wood, use Staple as in 5 under Console instruction. If yours is a metal or plastic cabinet, fasten cord to cabinet with adhesive tape, or tie a knot in the cord so it will not pull through the fiber back. Replace fiber back on set, allowing "BLAB-OFF" cord to pass between cabinet and fiber back. (If you wish, you may cut a notch in the fiber back, so the cord may pass through easily, as in (K).)

THAT'S ALL!
HOW TO OPERATE BLAB-OFF
Simply turn the switch and the sound stops, (the picture remains on), another flick and the sound returns. The BLAB-OFF switch turns in one direction only. Do not force it in the wrong direction.

WHERE TO HANG BLAB-OFF CORD?
You'll probably want some place to hang your BLAB-OFF cord when not in use, so here's an idea. Make a small hook from a piece of stiff wire (such as a piece of wire coat hanger) and loop one end through an opening in the fiber back of your TV set as in (L). Coil BLAB-OFF wire over hook when not in use. Another method: simply drive a nail into the wood frame at the back of the Set, and coil the BLAB-OFF cord over the nail. Do not try to drive the nail into a plastic cabinet.

IF YOU HAVEN'T TIME TO ATTACH BLAB-OFF
Any service man will install BLAB-OFF in a few minutes for the minimum charge.

IF YOU EVER WANT TO REMOVE BLAB-OFF
Once you attach BLAB-OFF you'll probably never want to remove it. However, it may be removed simply by following the instructions in reverse. Join the ends of the wires you cut with a small length of wire, and bind with electrical or adhesive tape.

YOUR BLAB-OFF SHOULD LAST INDEFINITELY
However, if someone breaks the switch by stepping on it, or otherwise abusing it, we will send you a new switch unit with instructions, by Air Mail, for only 75c. If you need a new BLAB-OFF, complete with cord, clips and switch, send $2.98 in check, money order or cash.

BLAB-OFF is Registered in U.S. Patent Office

AUDIO CONTROLS CORPORATION
413 Race Street
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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